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an acoustic phonetic analysis of diphthongs in ningbo chinese - report of phonetic research 2003 119 3. results
3.1. duration results table 1: mean durations (in millisecond) and sds of ningbo diphthongs female speakers an
acoustic phonetic analysis of diphthongs in ningbo chinese - this paper describes the acoustic phonetic
properties of diphthongs in ningbo chinese. data from 20 speakers indicate that (1) falling diphthongs have both
onset and offset steady states while rising diphthongs only have steady states on the offset element; (2) both
falling and rising diphthongs begin from an onset frequency area close to their target vowels, but only the
normal-length rising ... a contrastive investigation of diphthongs between standard ... - a contrastive
investigation of diphthongs between standard mandarin and shanghai accented mandarin jue yu*, aijun li**, xia
wang*** * school of foreign languages, zhejiang university variability in english vowels is comparable in ... the present study investigated the artic - ulatory parameter of tongue height and the acoustic f1f0
difference for the pho - nological distinction of vowel height in american english front vowels. the phonology of
shaoxing chinese - pureg - thanks should also go to my former home university, ningbo university, china, which
made it possible for me to work on my phd project in leiden between the intervals of my teaching in ningbo
during these years. the vowel inventory in the xinfeng (tieshikou) hakka dialect - the vowel inventory in the
xinfeng (tieshikou) hakka dialect 1qian ... linguistics, chinese academy of social sciences 1anniezoula@163,
2hufang@cass abstract based on an acoustic phonetic analysis, this paper reports a unique vowel inventory in the
tieshikou hakka. results show that tieshikou vowels have four levels of height, and three degrees of backness. this
is completely ... an electropalatographic and acoustic study of the tonal ... - the test vowels were /i, y, u,
Ã‰Â¤, i1, i2/ (/i1, i2/ were apical vowels, and their tongue configurations were respectively similar with the
apical-alveolar and retroflex consonants). the phonology of shaoxing chinese - universiteit leiden - the
phonology of shaoxing chinese proefschrift ter verkrijging van de graad van doctor aan de universiteit leiden, op
gezag van de rector magnificus dr. d.d. breimer, analysis of chinglish words in internet language in ... department of linguistics and translation lt6581 project analysis of chinglish words in internet language in
mainland china: an application of the memetics theory sungbok lee, alexandros potamianos, and shrikanth ... developmental acoustic study of american english diphthongsa) sungbok lee,b) alexandros potamianos,c) and
shrikanth narayanan viterbi school of engineering, university of southern california, los angeles, california 90089
program - alc.wisc - sonority difference between vowels of the same height: evidence from syllable contraction
wen liu, gang peng & jiangping kong an acoustic and perceptual study of the five level tones in xinzhai miao
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